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Please pay close attention to the following instructions. RV manufacturers at times will change 
windshields and side windows in mid-year and that means we need your help to make sure your 
windshield cover kit �ts correctly.  The extra steps take a little more time now but, can save a lot 
of time later.  Use this page as a work sheet.

The following is information we will need when you place an order for your RV Windshield Cover Kit:
Year: __________ (Do not guess at this it's the biggest reason for mistakes. Do not assume another year will �t). 
Make:____________________________
Model:___________________________
Windshield Wiper Length____________
Color of Windshield Cover____________
Measurements: Please measure from outside of frame or rubber molding.
Windshield Width across bottom ____________________
Windshield Height in center and either side____________
Passenger side window ALL Sides____________________
Driver side window  ALL Sides_______________________
Does your RV have any of the following:
Driver Door:________
Wide Body:_________
Front Entry Door (Is the main entrance door in front of the passenger seat?)_______________
Please make note of anything that might interfere with the installation. (awnings, antennas, auxiliary lights, etc...)
Please choose which fastener you prefer:
Standard Snaps ( Require Drilling)(Standard)___________
Twist Locks (Require Drilling, $20.00 Extra)_____________Twist Locks are the most widely used fastener!
Dual Lock (No Drilling,$20.00 Extra, from time to time the Dual Lock will need to be replaced on the RV)_______

The Kit comes with a Windshield Cover,  Driver & Passenger Side Cover,  Wiper Covers and a Storage Bag.
 We can also make Covers for any additional windows upon request.  Call us for additional costs.  

Windshield Cover Ordering Instructions

Dual Lock
Is a very thick, clear plastic that works in the 

same manner as Velcro. The patented product 
with 3M adhesive will last a long time. 

Twist Locks
Are very popular because of the 

easy to use twisting method 
that locks the fabric in place.

Snaps
Are very simple to use and install. Snaps 

provide a secure fastening method  
and will work in many applications

Please Print This Page

When measuring the Width go straight
across the bottom at the widest point.

Please Use Work Sheet on the Back
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Looking at your Motorhome

Windshield
Passenger Side Driver Side

Front Front

Please follow these instructions carefully.  We will not accept partial measurements!
1) All measurements should be from outside of rubber molding or frame to outside of 
     rubber molding or frame. Do not measure the glass.
2) Windshield - Measure the height in the center, on one side, and width across the bottom.
3) Passenger Window - Measure ALL of the sides (some have 5 & 6 sides) Keep track of the 
    Top, Bottom, Front etc....  We will not �gure out missing measurements!
4) Driver Window - Measure ALL of the sides (some have 5 & 6 sides) Keep track of the Top,
    Bottom, Front etc....We will not �gure out missing measurements!

We will need to know if you have an awning, antenna or any other accessory that will 
interfere with the covers. Do Not Assume that we know what your RV has on it. We will not be
held responsible for any adjustments if we are not told about them.  If there is something 
that will interfere we will need to know the measurments to adjust for it. Pictures are very 
helpful in this area.  Pictures can be Texted to 406-961-8688 

Work Space
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